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three coal distributors, three grocers/
merchants, a boot and repair shop, a
blacksmith, a drugstore, a wagon shop
and a carpenter shop. The area remained
Ferguson’s primary commercial center
until the early twentieth-century, when
automobiles became the preferred mode
of transportation.

History
Ferguson’s earliest commercial area
developed during the 1850’s along the
eastern side of the Wabash train tracks
and the south side of Church Street, east
of Florissant Road. In 1895, a fire
destroyed most of Ferguson’s business
district, especially on the lower end of
Church Street near Florissant Road.
Since this area served the nearby
residential neighborhoods, it was rebuilt
between 1895 and 1925 and now
comprises the oldest cluster of
Ferguson’s commercial buildings. By
1896, this area supported three butchers,
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the demolition of many older
commercial buildings on Florissant
Road, particularly in the area north of
Church Street.

Florissant Road served as the town’s
main thoroughfare and many
commercial businesses, particularly
auto-related, began to emerge along
either end of the road. Despite the
development of other arterial streets as
the community grew, few commercial
businesses located away from Florissant
Road until after 1960. Today, Florissant
Road continues to serve as the city’s
main business thoroughfare, although
more modern shopping areas have
developed near the City’s northern edge
along Interstate 270.

Most commercial buildings in
downtown Ferguson were designed to
house retail or service businesses. The
principal characteristic of the
streetscape and downtown buildings in
Ferguson is that of modest one and two
story flat-roofed commercial storefronts.
Pedestrian traffic generated by the train
and streetcar encouraged denser
development, while the automobile
provided the option of driving directly
to a commercial establishment and
therefore businesses began to locate
farther apart. As the automobile
increased in popularity, commercial
structures were more likely to be a
single story in response to the eye level
of the faster-paced automotive traffic.

Today the most intact historic buildings
in downtown are located south of
Florissant Road’s intersection with
Church Street. A major urban renewal
initiative beginning in the 1950’s led to

Some of the later commercial buildings,
especially by the 1950’s, were designed
with large off-street parking lots to
accommodate the automotive traffic
along the heavily-traveled Florissant
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Road. Auto-related businesses,
including garages, dealerships, and
fueling stations began to cater to the
ever-growing number of drivers passing
along the corridor. By the 1950’s,
Florissant Road held small shopping
centers and grocery stores such as the
Food Center located at the intersection
of Hereford Avenue and North
Florissant Road.
Today, downtown Ferguson no longer
thrives as it did in the 1950’s and 60’s.
Like its inner-ring suburban
counterparts in other parts of the St.
Louis region, shopping centers and
regional malls changed the dynamics of
downtowns. However, many small
downtowns are experiencing a recent
resurgence.

Downtown Ferguson, 1940s

Proposed commercial infill 2004
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PAST PLANS
A number of plans and studies have
been prepared to deal directly with
downtown Ferguson. Some of these
plans and studies focused entirely on
downtown, while others focused on the
city as a whole but contained discussion
and/or recommendations for downtown.

Comprehensive Plan, 1966
The 1966 Comprehensive Plan
contained considerable discussion of
downtown Ferguson and proposed
significant redevelopment. One
recommendation was to remove onstreet parking on Florissant Road and to
increase off-street parking. A significant
feature of the Plan was a redevelopment
proposal for the area between Carson
Road and Randolph Avenue, which
proposed razing most buildings in the
area and replacing them with new
commercial buildings near Florissant
Road. This redevelopment plan called
for a new post office, new police
station, and new public works garage

located about 600 feet to the east, south
of Adams Street. Another major
recommendation was closing and
realigning several streets including
Bernard Street east of Florissant Road.

Downtown Redevelopment
Plan, 1986
The 1986 Plan contained many findings
and recommendations. It was
determined that downtown had many
strengths, including its location, the
amount of traffic on Florissant Road,
and a core of dedicated businesspeople.
Downtown liabilities included the
substandard condition and appearance
of many buildings, the proliferation of
signs, the interspersion of different land
uses, and a concentration of used car
lots in the southern part of downtown.

Land Use Plan, 1990
In 1990, the Plan Commission adopted
the Future Land Use Plan that included
discussion of downtown Ferguson. A
key component was recognition that
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downtown had two development styles:
the older portion with buildings built
close to the road, and the newer portion
that had a more suburban flavor with
on-site parking. The Plan recommended
a two-pronged approach to improve
downtown: an emphasis on maintaining
the prosperity of existing small
businesses and developing new
commercial structures that would fit in
with the character of distinct areas of
the downtown district. The Plan also
proposed revisions to the city's zoning
ordinance to require site plan review for
new development, create a new
downtown zoning category, and review
downtown sign requirements.
Additionally, the Plan recommended
meetings among the Plan Commission,
City Council, and downtown merchants
to discuss downtown collaborations.
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Vision 2015 Plan, 1995
The Vision 2015 Plan was prepared by
the Plan Commission as the official
long-range comprehensive plan for the
city. This plan contained many of the
recommendations of the 1990 Land Use
Plan, but also contained a number of
other elements including traffic
circulation, community facilities,
housing and economic development.
Based on these recommendations from
the Plan, the Plan Commission and City
Council completed the following:
In 1996, the Plan Commission
recommended an amendment to the
zoning ordinance to allow bed and
breakfast inns in various residential
zoning districts as special uses with
specific criteria for their review and
approval. The City Council
subsequently approved this
ordinance.
In 1997, the Plan Commission
recommended a new sign ordinance
to allow projecting signs in the DB1, Downtown Core Business

District. The new sign code created
a category for historically based sign
designs and included strict
maintenance requirements (as
recommended by the 1986
Downtown Redevelopment Plan).
In 1997, the City Council appointed
a Downtown Revitalization
Committee to prepare a new
downtown plan.

Downtown Business District
Traffic Study, 1997
This study was initiated to evaluate the
traffic impact of on-street, parallel curb
parking downtown between Paul
Avenue and Darst Street. The study
recommended against allowing on-street
parking on Florissant Road for the
following reasons:
Significant increases in traffic delay
would occur with the reduction
from four lanes to two lanes on
Florissant Road. This could cause
traffic to divert to other streets to
bypass this area.
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Vehicle, pedestrian and emergency
vehicle safety levels would decrease
due to the narrowing of the street.
Truck deliveries, which rely on
parallel parking on Florissant Road,
would be impaired.

Vision 2015 Plan
Update 1998
This plan was adopted by the Plan
Commission in August, 1998, as the
official comprehensive plan for the
City. Primarily an update of the Vision
2015 Plan adopted in 1995, the new
plan contained revisions to dated
sections of the original plan,
summarized recommendations of the
original plan that have been
implemented, and contained specific
recommendations for the entire city,
including downtown. Significant
recommendations dealing with
downtown Ferguson were:
Revitalization and further
development of downtown,
including public facilities and
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encouraging retail development.
Construction of a community center.
Immediate replacement of Fire
Station #1 and City Hall within the
downtown area.
Mixed-use developments
downtown, including residential,
retail, and service uses.
Develop an image for downtown
through use of façade restorations,
awnings, period lighting, creative
signage, and street treatment.

Ferguson Downtown Vision,
1999
In September 1998, members of the
Downtown Revitalization Committee
were asked to imagine that they had
been absent from Ferguson for 20 years,
had returned and found that downtown
Ferguson was everything they had
always imagined it could be. Committee
members listed the following as the
things that would be found in downtown
20 years from then:
Full-service restaurants
Vibrant community center
Movie theater
Bike rental

More bed and breakfast inns
Old fashioned downtown "look"
Specialty retail shops
College-age traffic
Night life
Green space/fountains/gazebos
Victorian Lighting
Small businesses (services)
Professional office buildings
Walking-friendly area
Clean area
Better landscaping
Railroad bridge as asset
Visitor center/tour guides
Walking/biking trail
Family entertainment center
Since the adoption of the Ferguson
Downtown Vision in 1999, efforts have
been made to adhere to the goals and
recommendations of the Plan. Nearly
ten years have passed since the last
visioning process, and many of the
building blocks are now in place to
achieve the vision. The following
components were used in establishing
goals for the Downtown Vision and will
illustrate the changes which have
occurred since the Plan’s adoption.
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Economic Restructuring
Many strides in economic restructuring
have taken place, including creation of a
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) taxing
district that covers most of downtown.
TIF agreements have been used as
mechanisms to promote the continued
revitalization of the central business
district. It has been used to redevelop
underutilized properties to house new
desired uses including those targeted in
the downtown vision. The Facade
Easement Improvement Program was
created using TIF funds to provide
financial incentives to downtown
property owners who want to renovate
the exterior of their properties. TIF
financing has also supported downtown
public improvements and encouraged
additional private investment in the
district.
Design/Appearance
Redevelopment and façadeimprovements have been made, creating
noticeable enhancements to a number of
downtown properties. Publicinfrastructure projects including streets,
sidewalks, lighting, and traffic signals

DOWNTOWN STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Ferguson Downtown Vision, 1999
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have been upgraded, generating a more
pedestrian-friendly environment. The
addition of a gazebo, clock tower, and
rehabilitation of the water fountain have
added attractive features for all to enjoy.
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the teamwork of the Ferguson Special
Business District (FSBD), Ferguson
Station Business Association (FSBA),
Farmers Market Committee and the
City.

Promotion
The Ferguson Special Business District
(FSBD) inspired the creation of the
Ferguson Citywalk District to brand
downtown and promote special events.
The district encompasses ten blocks, and
is home to an array of restaurants,
specialty shops, and interesting attractions.
It has partnered with the City of Ferguson
in hosting a variety of concerts and
community festivals including the annual
Fourth of July and Northern Lights
Celebrations, StreetFest and the
Ferguson Farmers Market.
Organization
Community participation and alliances
with various organizations, institutions,
and governmental units have helped
revitalize portions of downtown. None of
the above-mentioned components could
have achieved any level of success without
Successful reuse project downtown
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Downtown Strategic
Development Plan
The City of Ferguson initiated a
downtown visioning process in 1999 to
address a number of goals identified the
Ferguson Downtown Vision. The
document listed a number of objectives
and outlined action steps to accomplish
specific programs and projects. Most of
these items entailed public actions and
improvements and a few private
development projects.
Over the past ten years, although much
has been accomplished, the City has not
been able to attract the level of
investment that is needed from the
private sector to realize its major goals.
In addition, there are new developments
that surround the City that were
unknown or under-valued at the time the
original Plan was being developed. The
Plan did not reference the potential
NorthPark development spin-off, the
strategic Suburban Road improvements,
the relationship that is being nurtured
with UMSL and the subsequent

commitment of the university to an offcampus presence, the Maline Creek/
Great Rivers Greenway project, or the
potential development of a public space
at 501 S. Florissant Road.
To move the City forward, the City has
approved the preparation of the
Downtown Strategic Development
Plan, which is intended to expand on
the original vision for downtown and
develop additional strategies for the
realization of the 1999 vision. The
process has involved:
A series of steps:
Establish the Downtown Strategic
Development Plan Steering
Committee.
Formulate a Downtown Strategic
Development Plan that affirms or
establishes a new vision for
downtown and culminates in a fiveyear course of action for capturing
the potential of downtown and the
creation of a conceptual
development map.
Present the Plan to the Plan
Commission for approval and
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adoption. Present the Plan to City
Council for its approval.
Follow-up immediately with
implementation including:
Revise and enhance zoning and
other regulations to match action
strategies.
Solicit partners in the development
process including state agencies that
can provide technical and financial
assistance, existing property owners,
developers, educational institutions,
etc.
Evaluate incentives needed to
realize proposed projects.

Downtown Ferguson 2008
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Downtown Strategic
Development Plan Steering
Committee

Steering Committee meeting

The Steering Committee consisted of
representative stakeholders with interest
in the future development of downtown.
The purpose of the Steering Committee
was to guide the development of the
2008 Downtown Strategic Development
Plan, and make recommendations to the
Planning Commission and City Council
on its adoption.
The Committee guided the process of
inviting residents, business/property
owners, merchants, institutions, and
other interested parties to participate
and give their ideas for future
improvements and development. This
included a series of public meetings,
interviews and focus groups to solicit
insights and ideas, and affirm the Vision
for downtown, . The Steering
Committee guided the community
through the update process and
established consensus on future steps
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necessary for implementing the vision.
The Steering Committee met on the
second and fourth Thursdays of each
month, starting at 6 P.M. and ending
before 9 P.M. at Ferguson City Hall in
the Council Chamber.

The Process
The planning process started on July 2,
2008 with the first meeting of the City
Council appointed Steering Committee.
All of the meetings and focus group
sessions were guided by a facilitator
who served as moderator for Steering
Committee discussions, focus group
sessions, and public open houses. The
Planning and Development Department
provided administrative and logistical
support, data and background
information, professional technical
advice and guidance, developed
technical reports, and synthesized
information from all meetings and
drafted the Plan.

DOWNTOWN STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Public participation involved:
Twelve Steering Committee
Meetings:
July 2, 2008
July, 17, 2008 & July 19, 2008
July 31, 2008
August 21, 2008
September 11, 2008
September 25, 2008
October 2, 2008
October 9, 2008
November 6, 2008
November 13, 2008
November 20, 2008
December 4, 2008

One of the Steering Committee sessions
included a presentation of case studies
of three successful small downtowns in
the region.
Five Focus Group Sessions:
Downtown Business Owners
Nearby Institutions and Employers
Major Property Owners Downtown
Developers
High School Students
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Two Public Open Houses:
September 13, 2008
December 17, 2008
The focus groups and open house
discussions and insights were recorded
and used to determine goals and action
plans for the future of downtown.
Agendas, schedules of meetings and the
products created, including all of the
summaries of the focus groups and the
goals and action steps, were posted on
the City’s website throughout the
process. A draft of the Plan was
assembled, circulated, and revised as the
planning process progressed. The
conceptual map that locates where
different actions apply in downtown
was completed near the end of the
process.
The final step was determining
responsibilities for implementation of
short, medium and long range priorities.
A final open house was held to impart
the final draft of the plan before it was
presented to the Plan Commission and
City Council for adoption.

1st open house invitation
1st Open House - Participant’s Vision of
Downtown in 2013
Improved perception of safety
Capitalize on student and faculty
population
Pedestrian mall lined with specialty shops
On-street parking
More families and younger kids
Collaborative development with Cool
Valley
Blighted areas on Florissant Road gone
Spruced up facades
Improvements on Airport Road
More utilization of Jolly Trolley: (kid’s
day/senior transport)
Enforced interior codes: (higher rent/
better tenants)
Sustainable community: (walkable/
bikable)
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The 2008 Downtown Strategic Development Plan study area is
approximately 1.5 miles in length and follows the Florissant
Road corridor from Robert Avenue to the southern city limits,
near Woodstock Road. It is an expanded version of the 1999
Downtown Vision Plan area. It was extended to include the
adjacent residential neighborhoods surrounding the downtown
business district. Topography on the western boundary and the
Norfolk Southern Railroad on the eastern boundary dictate the
physical limits of downtown. These physical constraints make
it very difficult for further expansion of the downtown area.
The areas near the center of downtown that rest within the 100
and 500 year floodplain will also dictate the type of
redevelopment appropriate in the area.
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Existing Conditions and
Analysis

Area Context
Downtown Ferguson is centrally located
in North St. Louis County, nestled just
one mile east of Lambert International
Airport, essentially centered by I-70 to
the south, I-170 to the west and I-270 to
the north. Additionally, the City is
intersected by a number of high-traffic
state and county highways and arterials
and served by Metrolink (regional fixedrail transit system) and Metro buses. This
makes downtown Ferguson one of the
most accessible communities in the entire
St. Louis metropolitan area and positions
it to greatly benefit from development as
the service, retail, restaurant, and
entertainment hub for existing and future
major, regional developments.
Additionally, downtown Ferguson is
book-ended by UMSL and St. Louis
Community College – Florissant Valley.
With combined enrollments topping
25,000 and over 2,000 employees, these
two campuses represent the largest
collection of college students in the St.
Louis region.
Ferguson sits in a hub of recent economic
development activity and is an emerging
destination in metropolitan St. Louis.
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Ferguson, and now downtown will be
within minutes of Express Scripts’ world
headquarters and the NorthPark airport
redevelopment area. St. Louis County
considers the development of NorthPark
a major regional priority and one of the
largest redevelopment projects in the
history of the County.
The city stands to benefit significantly
from the amount of spillover impact
created by these major, regional projects.
Ferguson has always been accessible to
major, regional office employers, like
Boeing, DRS Technologies, and
Emerson Electric, whose world
headquarters are in Ferguson.

HQ)
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Demographics
St. Louis Community College
at Florissant Valley

Daytime Population: 104,539
Resident Population:
1 Mile
3 Miles
12,000
99,000

5 Miles
284,995

St. Louis County Population: 1,004,000
Major Businesses/Employers within a 5-mile radius of
Downtown:
Boeing
Emerson Electric (World HQ)
Express Scripts (World HQ)
Florissant Valley Comm. College
Lambert International Airport
University of Missouri-St. Louis
The new NorthPark development will consist of 600 acres
and 5.5 million square feet of office, retail, and light
industrial facilities. It is expected to create more than
10,000 new jobs and have a $7 billion impact on the
St. Louis economy. Suburban Avenue will be the major eastwest access for NorthPark, providing a direct connection for
employees to downtown Ferguson.
NorthPark Tenants:
Corporate Express (Saint Louis HQ)
Hilton Garden Inn
Vatterott College National Headquarters
Express Scripts, Inc. HQ)

Emerson
Electric

NorthPark

Express Scripts

Legend

2
I

Downtown Boundary

University of Missouri
Saint Louis

2
I

TIF Districts
Airport Enterprise Zone

2
I

MetroLink Stations

Downtown Ferguson and Environs
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Downtown is the community center and heart and soul of Ferguson.
Nearly every public facility including city hall, the public library
the historic train station, (now a museum/restaurant), are located
downtown. Downtown is adjacent to the city’s two most historic
neighborhoods, Old Ferguson East and Old Ferguson West.
Ferguson’s downtown hosts dozens of community events yearround, highlighted by the weekly Farmers Market and outdoor
concert series in the summer. Victorian Plaza, a public space in the
heart of downtown, often serves as a meeting place for the
community.
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Downtown Ferguson was once the heart of economic activity for
the northern suburbs, featuring streetcar service to nearly the entire
region. Florissant Road was lined with restaurants, department
stores, offices, and today downtown is a collage of business types,
featuring a limited range of retail, services, and auto uses.
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The business portion of downtown is composed of a variety of uses
including two supermarkets, financial institutions, a number of
automobile-related business, restaurants, and personal care
establishments. Recently, the City revised its downtown zoning
districts, DB-1 and DB-2 to encourage more retail to locate in the
area by limiting competition for space by non-retail uses, especially
personal care and auto-related businesses.
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Zoning
The Downtown Study Area has seven commercial and
residential zoning districts within its boundaries.
DB-1 DOWNTOWN CORE BUSINESS
DB-2 DOWNTOWN AREA BUSINESS
C-1

GENERAL COMMERCIAL

M-1 INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT
R-1D SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENCE
R-3

MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENCE

R-4

PLANNED RESIDENCE

However, the DB-1 and DB-2 zoning districts control much of
the retail and personal service uses vital to the economic health
of Downtown Ferguson. The DB-1 district regulations are
geared toward the more traditionally developed part of
downtown, where retail uses are encouraged on the ground
floor and the parking requirements are more relaxed. Because
of the perceived over-saturation of certain categories of uses
found in downtown today, the City recently amended both
downtown zoning district ordinances to ensure that an
adequate balance of goods and services are available. The
City Council hopes to foster more retail, restaurant, office and
residential uses through amendments and enhancements to the
zoning ordinance that are recommended in the Downtown
Strategic Development Plan.
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SWOT Analysis
The Steering Committee conducted a
Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities
and Threats (SWOT) assessment after a walking tour of downtown on a
Saturday morning. The following
summarizes the primary findings.

STRENGTHS
Farmers Market
Victorian Plaza
Upgraded sidewalks and lighting
Public library
New lofts and mixed–use buildings
Restoration of St. Johns Liquor building
Maintenance of improvements
Expansion of downtown southward
Use of Facade Program assistance
Committed residents, businesses, and
City
Proximity to other markets and amenities

WEAKNESSES
Saturation by non-retail businesses
Unattractive signage and window ads
Too much parking in some parts
Too little parking where needed
Homes intermixed with commercial
Too little retail and entertainment

Inadequate landscaping and maintenance
Vacant storefronts/properties
Car lots and junkyard appearance
Lack of consistent design downtown
Too much exposure to the elements
Topographic and physical constraints
Litter/trash
Not enough downtown marketing
Haven’t attracted enough outside
resources
Lack of youth activities
Lack of entertainment venues
Lack of foot traffic
Lack of shelters/benches at bus stops
Unattractive signage
Current lack of a larger vision
Airport Road functions differently
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Racial diversity
Can learn from what worked in the past

THREATS
Image of nearby communities
Demographic profile
Increasingly obsolete housing stock
Disinvestment in downtown properties
Perceptions of North County
Perception of School District
Fragmented business community
Reluctance to accept change
City Hall leadership turnover
Old plans are not guiding
Ineffective zoning
Slowed economy and weak local market
Focused too much on national retailers

OPPORTUNITIES
Nearby student populations
Availability of outside resources
Obsolete uses south of Suburban
Old downtown center is not growing
Availability of local resources (TIF)
Gas price escalations
Lifestyle changes
Underutilized properties
NorthPark (new employment center)
Cooperation with surrounding
municipalities
Social Compact “drilldown” Analysis

New downtown housing in Edwardsville, Il

DOWNTOWN STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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Case Studies in Effective Public/Private
Partnerships for Downtown Revitalization
The City hired Richard C. Ward of Zimmer Real Estate Services–St. Louis to present case studies of Maplewood/Sutton
Loop, Delmar Loop–(University City/St. Louis City) and Main
Street Edwardsville, IL, all revitalized “Main Street” business
districts in the St. Louis metropolitan area, to learn from their
efforts and apply lessons learned to Ferguson’s downtown revitalization efforts. Ward presented the following analysis to
the Steering Committee.
Characteristics of These Successful Downtowns:
Pedestrian friendly, interesting, safe
People work and live there, plus shop and play
Healthy and diverse business mix including restaurants,
bars, shops and business services
Community institutions part of the mix
Effective public parking system
Capitalized on core market drivers
Integrated public transit
Upper story residential and office uses, plus street-front
shopping, dining and entertainment
Urban and higher density development—avoided suburban
development patterns

Maplewood’s downtown

Lessons for Ferguson:
Increase the inventory of available commercial structures
Create a pedestrian friendly core
Build a sense of community with nearby institutions
Incorporate more downtown living opportunities
Deal with safety perceptions
Strengthen transportation connections to target markets
Promote attractive, quality development
Be patient
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Focus Groups
Summary of Findings
Target Markets
Discussions with potential target
markets, the college community, office
workers in NorthPark, and other major
corporations reveals a general
unawareness of the existence and
offerings of Ferguson’s downtown.
Comments indicate this is both a
visibility issue, “Don’t usually come
this way” and marketing issue,
“nothing’s on Florissant Road.” There
is also a general perception that the
North County area is “dicey” and
“unsafe.” Employees, especially in large
corporations nearby, and students and
faculty say they exist in a “bubble”
environment, “internally comfortable
and externally weary.” The physical
image of adjacent municipalities
significantly limits those unfamiliar
with Ferguson’s downtown from
venturing beyond their borders. Within
Ferguson, recent public improvements
have impressed those who do come, but
downtown does not yet appear to have
the critical mass of businesses and
activities to make it a destination.

Appearance
The focus groups have mixed
impressions on the appearance of
downtown. It is “emerging,” “appears
very friendly,” has “charming areas,”
and is “on the verge of blossoming.” To
the contrary, it is “not inviting for foot
traffic,” “inconsistent,” and “blah.” The
consensus is that it needs to be
accessible and walkable, inviting to
outsiders, have more definition and
identity with architectural standards and
a better appearance overall.
Business Attraction
Current business owners are attracted to
Ferguson’s downtown area for a variety
of reasons. Some have operated a
business for many years and find that
their customers come from many areas.
Others discovered the area and felt a
sense of community. Many business
owners feel optimistic about
downtown’s future. They cite the
success of the farmers market, the
development of the NorthPark project
with the potential of many daytime
customers for restaurants, the City’s
efforts with streetscape improvements
and the availability of financial
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assistance to attract new businesses to
the area. On the other hand, they
express frustrations about the continuing
negative perceptions of Ferguson by
outsiders, and the lack of diverse
business offerings and night life. They
suggest that the City focus on creating a
perception of safety and quality, and
work with neighboring communities to
make the surrounding areas more
attractive. Many expressed a need to
concentrate on recruiting unique dining
and retail businesses, continuing to
create additional mixed-use buildings to
house quality businesses, sponsoring
community events, and marketing more
to surrounding institutions and
corporate offices, especially younger
customers.
Private Development
Interviews with experienced downtown
developers in the region reveal very
little awareness of Ferguson's
downtown but offer optimism that
downtown has the potential to attract
further development with the right
approach.
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Vision
Downtown Ferguson is a safe
and thriving community,
carefully crafted on small town
charm and community pride. It is
a regional destination for both
patrons and business owners
alike, offering a diverse array of
unique shopping, dining, and
entertainment opportunities. With
easy accessibility and ample
parking, downtown features a
pedestrian-friendly environment,
linking a mix of retail,
residential, and public plazas for
festive events and community
celebrations. Historic homes, an
assortment of housing options for
people of all ages, and design
standards in both the commercial
and residential districts fashion a
visually stimulating area for
individuals to work, play, and call
home.

Strategic Issues Identified
by Community Participants
How does downtown improve its
image as a safe and attractive
place? How can downtown
improve its parking system to
support downtown’s
revitalization?
How can downtown attract a
variety of quality businesses that
provide entertainment, dining,
services for its residents,
employees, and surrounding
institutions?
How does downtown attract more
customers to support its
businesses?
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Strategic Goals:
#1. Create a physical environment that is attractive, inviting, walkable, and supports a
variety of uses.
#2. Make downtown a regional destination by increasing the quality and mix of uses
in downtown including retail,
office and housing.
#3. Attract new consumers
that support businesses and
other uses that add to the vitality of downtown. Maintain
downtown as the civic and social focus of the community.
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Strategic Goal #1
Create a physical environment that is
attractive, inviting, walkable, and
supports a variety of uses downtown.
Revise the zoning ordinance to
encourage mixed-uses, including
housing downtown
Develop architectural standards for the
Architectural Review Board’s review
Adopt a form-based zoning ordinance
Re-evaluate the boundaries of the DB-1
district area
Revise the sign ordinance to encourage
more attractive signage
Encourage better landscaping and
maintenance standards, including
Xeriscaping alternatives
Promote adequate transitions between land
uses through effective buffering,
screening, and other site design techniques
that promote compatibility

Develop and adopt an urban design
plan that promotes a pedestrian
friendly environment
Adopt a Complete Streets concept
Participate in the Walkable/Bikable Study
to be conducted by Trailnet and
incorporate its suggestions
Continue with The Great Rivers Greenway

District (GRG) Study of Maline Creek
Extend the (GRG) planning along Maline
Creek’s tributaries
Conduct an evaluation of downtown
parking and develop standards for existing
and new development.
Plant more trees in downtown
Design and implement a way-finding
program
Implement a new design for the fountain
area at Church Street
Reintroduce limited on-street parking in
downtown (i.e. restricted/regulated hours
of parking)
Encourage Public Art

Redevelop underutilized properties
Construct the 501 S. Florissant Road
Project, including Phase 2
Remove billboards or utilize for the
promotion of Ferguson
Assist with the redevelopment of
Brownfield sites
Evaluate opportunities for the appropriate
redevelopment of properties within the
flood plain

through the use of financial incentives
Use code enforcement to raise standards of
existing buildings

Increase access and visibility of
downtown and Ferguson
Enhance the appeal of retail storefronts
Promote transit and other modes of
transportation to physically connect to
targeted patrons
Create attractive gateways to downtown
Create a visible sense of community that
includes the surrounding educational
institutions

Create partnerships with
surrounding municipalities to
coordinate revitalization activities,
including public improvements,
zoning, etc.
Establish a working group of neighboring
communities to deal with multijurisdictional issues and opportunities

Rehabilitate and maintain existing
buildings
Promote the use of the Facade Program
Encourage better landscaping and
maintenance standards
Preserve historic buildings and features
Example of Attractive Signage
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501 S. Florissant Road ProjectPublic Plaza
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Strategic Goal # 2
Make downtown a regional destination
by increasing the quality and mix of
uses, including retail, office, and housing.
Create an environment capable of sustaining a diverse mix of uses
Add to the inventory of properties suitable
for retail and office uses
Revise zoning ordinance to promote a variety of uses
Develop additional housing opportunities,
for people of all ages and lifestyles, including students and the elderly, in downtown
Designate areas for both large and small
scale developments, to attract developers
through a Request For Proposals (RFP) process
Assemble sizeable parcels of land for redevelopment

Traditional Downtown

Establish a critical mass of services,
businesses, and entertainment
Concentrate retail uses on Florissant Road,
between Suburban Avenue and Darst Road
Enhance demographic data available to recruit new businesses
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Create economic development promotional materials
Promote the expansion of existing businesses downtown
Through zoning, encourage specialty
stores, retail, restaurants, and office developments to locate downtown
Facilitate on a selective basis the location
of restaurants and specialty stores in existing buildings downtown
Maintain the first floors of structures for
active uses such retail, restaurants and entertainment uses
Where possible, cluster businesses that
complement one another
Undertake a housing market study to determine the feasibility of increasing the
density level and mix of housing downtown
Integrate the Farmers Market into the
downtown at a permanent location

Promote downtown as a safe and vibrant community
Institute community policing downtown
Continue to encourage outdoor events and
outside dining
Facilitate second floor residential use
Promote cleanliness and maintenance
Improve lighting that increases the sense
of safety and is in keeping with the aesthetics of the area

Find financial resources to assist in
the redevelopment of downtown
Enlist the support of outside resources
such as Brownfields, Historic Preservation
Tax Credits, New Market Tax Credits,
Great Rivers Greenway, Enterprise Zone
tax credits, MODESA, etc
Employ Downtown TIF funds for redevelopment of properties that promote the
goals of the Plan
Re-evaluate the boundaries of the TIF District to ensure inclusion of future redevelopment areas with the continued expansion of downtown
Explore finance mechanisms to fund joint
projects in both Cool Valley and Ferguson

Continue to partner with the FSBD
and businesses for the improvement of
downtown
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Create partnerships with surrounding municipalities and institutions to
promote economic development
Participate in the Social Compact “Drill
Down” Analysis
Offer the City’s planning and economic
development resources to Cool Valley to
assist in revitalization of their portion of S.
Florissant Road
Strengthen collaborative development
within downtown with UMSL and establish more links with Florissant Valley
Community College

Hire a full-time Economic Development Coordinator
Strategically recruit a variety of businesses
for downtown

Work with landlords to seek targeted business and uses
Create a business retention and attraction
committee
Support an FSBD executive director position to assist in the promotion and recruitment of business for downtown
Encourage the implementation of the
FSBD Strategic Plan
Ferguson Farmers Market
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Strategic Goal # 3
Attract new consumers that support
businesses, and other uses that add to
the vitality of downtown. Maintain
and expand on events and functions
that reinforce downtown as the civic
and social focus of the community.
Market downtown to attract new customers

Public Art

Use a shoppers survey to define resident
and visitor needs
Promote downtown as a safe and vibrant
community
Promote Shop Ferguson First to local residents
Conduct a marketing analysis to better
target potential customers
Utilize TV, radio, and print ads to promote
downtown Ferguson as a regional destination
Promote downtown living and lifestyle
Promote the Challenger Center as a regional attraction
Encourage downtown businesses to work
with the City on cooperative advertisements
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Work through the human resource
departments of nearby companies and
institutions to promote downtown to
their employees
Provide discount and customer incentive
cards
Provide information included in worker
orientation packets
Distribute electronic newsletter and Ferguson Times to institutions and corporations/businesses in area

Publicize downtown to the student
populations through community activities, marketing, and sporting
events
“Welcome Back Students” promotions to
college students
Utilize area sporting events to promote
downtown businesses
Encourage UMSL and Florissant Valley to
integrate campus life with the downtown
by using downtown facilities and by providing information on upcoming cultural
activities
Partner with UMSL and Florissant Valley
Art Departments to design the 501 S.
Florissant Monument
Showcase businesses in student newspapers
Have coupons and advertise in student
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newspapers
Use banners, posters, and billboards to
show support to high school and UMSL
sports teams and other activities to cultivate identity with downtown

Continue to partner with FSBD in promoting downtown
Implement the promotional components of
the FSBD’s strategic plan

Host more festivals with music, art, and
community-related activities
Support the continuation of the Farmer’s
Market
Host events that promote downtown’s image
Promote the use of 501 S. Florissant for
community activities and events that attract regional audiences
Encourage local organizations and social
groups to utilize downtown for activities
and recreation

Utilize alternative transportation access to connect to nearby customers

Support the FSBD in the promotion
and marketing of downtown
Increase advertising and promotion
budgets

Conceptual
Development Plan
The Downtown Strategic Development
Plan Steering Committee held several
meetings to develop a conceptual map
to accompany the strategic actions in
the Plan. The conceptual map locates
those strategic actions that can be spatially applied in downtown. It identifies
the areas where development is desired
and anticipated. It ties the goals for the
enhancement of downtown together by
showing the relationships on the
ground.

Create additional events to attract
customers downtown

Promote the use of trails
Provide shuttle services between downtown and nearby institutions and corporations
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Mixed uses in University City Loop

The map provides guidance for the concentration of land uses that will create a
viable downtown. It will be translated
in the form of zoning revisions, request
for proposals for development of certain uses in particular locations, development of amenities and physical improvement projects.
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Insert Conceptual Map

Conceptual Development Plan
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Implementation Guide
The Implementation Guide is the “How
To” element of the Downtown Strategic
Development Plan. It organizes and
prioritizes the actions, while prescribing
the responsible parties necessary to
make them a reality. With each item
holding a degree of significance and
merit, it is not possible to implement all
of them immediately. The Downtown
Strategic Development Plan Steering
Committee and key staff members from
the City prioritized the list of actions
and assigned responsibilities in the
order they viewed as most feasible and
crucial for implementation.
The following tables are a detailed list
and corresponding timeframe for the
Plan’s actions that the community
intends to complete or consider in order
to implement the Downtown Strategic
Development Plan. To ensure that the
action steps are ultimately completed,
the tables establish the responsible party
and/or parties to take ownership and
follow through on the actions needed to

implement the Plan. Although the
responsible parties will guide the
process, the City Manager, Plan
Commission, City Council, and other
staff members will play a vital role in
implementation. Many of the actions
will require coordination and
collaboration with outside entities, and
further refinement of implementation
responsibilities will need to be
completed.
Primary
and secondary
responsibilities for an action or strategy
are identified in the cells under each of
the major implementation partners. If
known, a specific department, group or
agency is also identified within each
cell.
The following priority levels are used:
Priority 1 (short-term 2008-September 2009)
Priority 2 (mid-term October 2009-2011)
Priority 3 (long-term 2012-2015)

An action with a lower priority does not
mean it lacks importance, but rather it
indicates the order in which to carry out
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these objectives. However, the
responsible party may choose to
implement any given action or strategy
at an earlier time.
Concepts Defined
Form-based codes place a primary emphasis
on building type, dimensions, parking location, façade features, landscaping, with less
emphasis on uses. They stress the appearance of the streetscape, or public realm, over
long lists of different use types.
Complete Streets are designed and operated to
enable safe, attractive, and comfortable access and travel for all modes of transportation. Complete Streets also create a sense of
place and improve social interaction, while
generally improving property adjacent land
values.
Traffic Calming is the engineering, education,
and enforcement strategies designed to reduce traffic speeds, and typically involve
changes in street alignment, installation of
barriers and other physical measures to reduce traffic speeds, while encouraging a
pedestrian friendly environment.
Brownfields are abandoned or under utilized
property and/or facilities where expansion or
redevelopment is complicated by real or perceived presence of a hazardous substance,
pollutant, or contaminant
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Appendix
Business Owners Focus
Group
September 3, 2008
City Hall, NATA Room
3:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
Facilitator: Terrance Jones
Fifteen business owners in downtown
Ferguson were invited to participate
in a focus group discussion to elicit
their opinions regarding downtown
revitalization. The questions asked by
the facilitator and a summary of the
answers given at this session appear
below.
What are two or three words you
would use to describe/characterize
Downtown Ferguson?
Only 9A.M. to 5 P.M.
Boring
Lack of entertainment
In transition

Improving
Appealing
Run down
Inconsistent
Too many car lots
Attracting wrong businesses
Lack of foot traffic
Lack of diverse retail
Lack of parking lots
Not seizing opportunities
Why have you decided to operate a
business in Downtown Ferguson?
Good opportunity
Bought family business
Father was developing properties
and decided to get involved
Comfortable and the city was in
transition
Felt a sense of community
Bought the existing business where
they worked or had to find a new job
Took over a business and wanted
street frontage on Florissant Road
Born and raised in Ferguson and
decided to take over an existing
business
Invited to Ferguson and felt a sense
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of community
What’s going well and makes you feel
optimistic?
Most of the business owners agreed
that the improvements to the street,
sidewalks, and the lighting in
downtown, send a good message.
However, one business owner felt
that the new sidewalks contributed
to problem with storm water run off,
and are not of high quality
The Ferguson Farmers Market and
Victorian Plaza
The creation of the TIF District has
and continues to play an important
role in the development of
downtown
Many of the business owners feel
that North Park will have a positive
impact on their business, if it hasn’t
already
What is not going as well as you
would like?
The perception that North County
has a high crime rate deters visitors
from outside of Ferguson. One
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business owner strongly disagreed,
stating “2/3 of their business was
from outside Ferguson”
Lack of zoning and code
enforcement of neighboring
municipalities (Cool Valley,
Berkeley, Dellwood, etc.)
significantly impacts Ferguson’s
exposure to those who must travel
through them
Feel adolescents don’t have a place
to hangout downtown and are too
often perceived as gangs while
walking around
There have been a lot of properties
being vandalized and car break-ins
throughout the city
Crime is prevalent throughout St
Louis County and is not just a
Ferguson issue
There is a lack of entertainment and
night life and nothing to offer the
student population
Some business owners felt that there
is a lack of consistent code
enforcement and favoritism based
on business ownership
The City doesn’t have an animal

control officer, and there is a high
stray pet population within the city
Not enough marketing and
promotion, due to the lack of an
economic developer
City Hall doesn’t pay enough
attention to the DB-2 district on
Airport Rd, and only cares about W.
Florissant Ave
There is a lack of networking
between businesses and institutions
FSBD lacks the funding for
promotional activities and must rely
on the City of Ferguson to share in
the cost
Some business owners feel the
current Facade Program is too
restrictive and time consuming
What does Ferguson need to do in
order to make its Downtown a more
attractive place for business operators
like you?
Show individuals that Ferguson is a
safe and vibrant community
Promote the City of Ferguson
Market both internally and
externally
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Enlist the help of outside resources
for marketing and promotion
Recruit new businesses, while
helping existing ones
Create economic packets with
promotional materials
Hire an economic developer to carry
out marketing and promotions
Talk to neighboring institutions
Be more business friendly
Continue to create more community
events
Redevelop Brownfield sites
Take care of current inventory
before tackling new projects
Have a “Business Day” meet-andgreet with local businesses
Use code enforcement to clean up
neighborhoods surrounding
downtown
Partner with neighboring
municipalities to coordinate
improvements area wide
Make downtown Ferguson a
regional destination
Continue to work with the FSBD
Improve public schools and public
safety
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If you could give the Downtown Ferguson leadership–the businesses or
the City of Ferguson or both--one
piece of advice, what would it be?
Recruit unique dining and retail
businesses
Have live entertainment and concert
series
Use traffic calming techniques in
order to gain better business visibility and accessibility
Market to visitors, residents, and
institutions
Become livelier and draw more
young people to the community
Create a sense of pride within the
residential and business communities
Draw young homebuyers
Seize the window of opportunity to
develop downtown now before
North Park begins to provide services internally or in other communities

Institutions Focus Group
September 4, 2008
City Hall, NATA Room
11:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M.
Facilitator: Terrance Jones
Fourteen individuals representing the
institutions from nearby downtown
Ferguson were invited to participate
in a focus group discussion to elicit
their opinions regarding downtown
revitalization. The questions asked
by the facilitator and a summary of
the answers given at this session appear below.
Describe of how you perceive downtown Ferguson.
Unknown
Don’t usually come this way
Unfamiliar
Nothing on Florissant Road
More than people realize
Emerging
Dicey
Potential for foot traffic
Not inviting for foot traffic
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Appears very friendly
On the verge of blossoming
Zoning issues
Inconsistent
Friendly and “Blah”
Clean
Seen changes in past 5 years
Needs definition
More advertising
Charming areas
Critical mass not there yet
Need variety of restaurants
Businesses are transient
Has anchors
Capitalized on the cute areas
Ample parking
Don’t have time to look for stores
Let’s talk about lunch as a destination. What is needed to attract your
constituents to eat downtown?
Restaurant publications to hand out
to employees
Two sided bookmark type listing of
downtown
More advertising is key
Presence on college web sites
Information included in new student
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orientation packets
Information and promotions in student newspapers
Students associate with brand name
restaurants
Work with other cities to develop
regional restaurant availability
What would you like to see added to
the mix of restaurants at lunch time?
Bread Company or type
Fast casual restaurant
Healthy choices
Restaurant with meeting space for
groups of up to 30 people
Lunch meeting place
Hanging out spaces w/ wifi – coffee
house type
Outside seating
Quiet place – Barnes & Noble café
type atmosphere
Starbucks
What can be done to make the place
more than 9 to 5?
Sports bars
Club environment
Steak house

Dining facilities to attract audiences
attending Touhill Performing Arts
Center
White linen tablecloth dining
Consistently open restaurants – predictable
Activities other than eating to attract
people downtown
Establish a critical mass of services,
businesses, and entertainment
More police presence for nighttime
activities
Overcome the perception of North
County is the “hood”
Break the I-70 barrier for UMSL
students
Counteract bubble mentality at businesses, corporations, and schools in
the area “Be careful outside our
property or campus, especially at
night”
Provide some place to go after
UMSL graduation
What other uses or activities are missing downtown?
Dry Cleaners
Shoe Repair
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Business discounts
After school programs
Learning centers – day care centers
Convenient things for families
“Welcome Back Students” promotions to college students
Support UMSL sports teams
Craft stores – offer classes
Specialty stores
Movie theater
Services near work
Bowling alley
How can the businesses and City do a
better job?
Electronic newsletter
Alliances on web pages – hot links
Postings in break rooms
Student orientation materials
Student discount cards
Bookmark promotions at beginning
of school year
Ferguson First discount cards to
shop area businesses
Promote trolley use to individual
departments at UMSL and Florissant
Valley
Showcase businesses in student
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newspaper each month
Work with human resources departments at nearby companies and institutions
Distribute Ferguson Times to institutions and corporations/businesses
in area
Is a main street downtown near you
important to your institution or company? How?
Adds to institution’s attraction
Advantage in recruiting to say we
are located next to downtown
Recruitment value if perception is
that it’s safe
It changes perception of area & institution
Adds to pride of where you work
Could provide a model for other
communities in surrounding areas.
Would help attract a residential
population by providing a place to
live, work, and play

What are the top two priorities for
downtown revitalization that you
would recommend to downtown leadership, including the City?
Add more variety of shops downtown
Accessibility – public transportation
Ample parking
Advertise and exposure in newspapers, etc.
Promote downtown as safe
Define the area – start with small
area
Define population you want to attract downtown
Pedestrian friendly
Capitalize on what you have
Give a visual impression of what is
in Ferguson
Housing for students
Visibility
Accessibility and openness
Be inviting to outsiders
Stop the high turn over of business
“Keep doing what you are doing”
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Major Property Owners
Focus Group
September 5, 2008
City Hall, NATA Room
11:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M.
Facilitator: Terrance Jones
Five major property owners in downtown Ferguson were invited to participate in a focus group discussion to
elicit their opinions regarding downtown revitalization. Their perspectives and insights will be incorporated
with those of other focus groups, community groups and others to identify
the important issues that need to be
addressed in planning for the future
of downtown Ferguson. The questions
asked by the facilitator and a summary of the answers given at this session follow.
Why did you invest in Downtown Ferguson?
Location and price of real estate
Emotional attachment to area, grew
up here
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Excellent location that serves all of
metro St. Louis
Needed an area to expand an existing business
The community and people
Took over an existing business
Born and raised in Ferguson
Near major highways
What makes you optimistic about the
current state of downtown Ferguson?
Currently have all the business I can
handle
People as far as Illinois come to do
business
Customers and people in Ferguson
are great
NorthPark going in next door
Good proximity to highways
New curbs, sidewalks, and lighting
Getting the UMSL art gallery downtown
New businesses like Curves,
Quiznos, and El Palenque
Traffic counts are up 33% through
the downtown district
College student population

What makes you pessimistic about
the current state of downtown Ferguson?
Receive negative phone calls about
Ferguson being a safe place
Lack of customer traffic and destination shopping
Lack of a diverse housing stock
An increase in vacant store fronts,
since arriving three years ago
Neighboring municipalities and their
lack of zoning and code enforcement
Unsure of the city’s aggressiveness
to recruit and retain businesses
Joe Lonero has been the only developer making major changes
Over inflated land/building prices
What kind of uses would help draw
people downtown?
Midsize retail stores
A major department store to create a
destination
Variety of mixed uses
Variety of retail and specialized
shopping
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Have both small and large scale projects
Office complex/employer
Office service companies such as a
FedEx Office
Unique dining establishments
Student housing
What does Ferguson need to do in order to make downtown a more attractive place for property owners like
you?
Be proactive and fill vacant properties
Show individuals that Ferguson is
safe and vibrant community
Have architectural standards
Have a variety of goods and services
Assemble larger parcels of land for
development
Need to work with landlords on improving properties
Let offices go on ground floors with
short term leases
Be more business friendly and flexible
Partner with neighboring municipalities to coordinate improvements
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area wide.
Make downtown Ferguson a regional destination
Use code enforcement to monitor
signage and maintenance standards
If you could give the Downtown Ferguson leadership–the businesses or
the City of Ferguson or both-- one
piece of advice, what would it be?
Hire an economic development person to promote Ferguson
Attract businesses that add to the
charm of Ferguson
Provide more support from the City
of Ferguson
Foster relationships with property
and business owners
Remove billboards, or make deal
with them to promote Ferguson
Educate business and property owners about the Facade Program
Create more incentives to develop
properties
Create economic development packets with promotional materials

Public Open House
September 13, 2008
City Hall, Council Chamber
9:30 A.M. to 11:30 A.M.
Facilitator: Terrance Jones
Eighteen residents from the Downtown Strategic Development Plan
Study Area participated in group discussion to elicit their opinions regarding downtown revitalization. The
questions asked by the facilitators
and a summary of the answers given
at this session follow.
What brings you to downtown Ferguson?
Dining: (restaurants, bakery, coffee
shop, Whistle Stop)
Farmers Market and Victorian Plaza
Library
City Hall
Churches
Drug stores
Grocery stores
Post Office
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Curves gym
Hair salons: (Ferguson Style Shop)
Auto Repair: (Andy Wurm’s,
Robinwood, Ferguson Motors, Meineke)
There have been several changes in
Downtown Ferguson during the past
few years. Which have been most important for you?
Good:
Lighting
Sidewalks
General streetscape
Suburban Avenue
Joe Lonero’s buildings
Restoration/rehabbing of historic
buildings
Character
Landlord initiative
Code enforcement has improved
Increasing variety of shops
Public safety presence
New high school
Art Gallery
Boutique shops
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Bad:
More trash
Hip Hop Fashion
New beauty supply store
Storefront churches
Liquor store
Lack of police presence:
(unapproachable, in cars, don’t
monitor kids at night)
Immediate neighborhoods are ignored
General undesirable businesses
Saturation of some uses
What is your vision for 2013?
Improved perception of safety
Capitalize on student and faculty
population
Pedestrian mall lined with specialty
shops
On-street parking
More families and younger kids
Dealt with Cool Valley
Dealt with blighted areas on
Florissant Road
Spruced up facades
Improvements on Airport Road
More utilization of Jolly Trolley:

(kid’s day/senior transport)
Enforced interior codes: (higher
rent/better tenants)
Self-sustainable community:
(walkable/ bikable)
More parking at post office
Descriptors/characteristics for 2013
Looks like Kirkwood
Vibrant
Feel safe
Family oriented
Health oriented
Preservation
Comfortable
Uniformity in building appearance
and well maintained
Wall of Fame
Suits needs of NorthPark, UMSL,
Florissant Valley C.C.
Continued clean up: (trash/facades)
Community center: (youth/seniors)
Senior activities
Recognize and capitalize on the diversity of our community
Bring in schools/school personnel
Youth activities: (music, talking,
eating, teen nights)
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Businesses should not be fearful of
kids
Change “atmosphere” of downtown
More events and activities for young
adults and college students
What should be the types of restaurants be like by 2013?
White table cloth; Oscar-like
Hamburger-Steak and Shake
Healthy food choices
Eclectic/different
Kid friendly restaurants for families
nonsmoking
Chain restaurants: (St. Louis Bread
Co.)
Brand oriented: (college students
identify with brands)
Extended hours: (late dinners)
International or ethnic restaurants
What types of goods and services
would you like in Downtown Ferguson by 2013?
Bowling Alley
Movie theater
Bookstore: (new/used)
Trader Joe’s
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Clothing: ( children’s, women’s,
men’s)
Shoes
Resale shop
Pet store
Bike shop
Variety store
Expanded farmers market
Avoid business saturation
Gas station/domestic gas supply
Create a regional destination
What kinds of offices should there be
in Downtown Ferguson by 2013?
Doctor
Pediatrician
Jewelry/watch repair
Pharmacy
Banks
Dentists
Vet
Gym for men
Fewer churches
Utility pay station

What kind of residential housing
should there be in Downtown Ferguson by 2013?
Student housing: (some feel it’s an
asset/some feel it would only bring
trouble)
Seniors: (condos/villas)
Good for senior development
Diversity of housing: (new homes/
mid-sized homes)
Rehab existing historical homes
Keep some small homes
Mixed-use
Lofts
Remove homes on S. Florissant
Road
What should the streetscape be like
by 2013?
Clean
Improvements at city gateways
Filled retail spaces
Improved code enforcement:
(residential/businesses)
Landscaping standards
Uniform signage
Planters and beautification
Trees
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Outdoor seating/dining
Traffic calming
No loud music
Green space
Garden at 501 S. Florissant Road
(City owned property)
Maintained character of rehabbed
buildings
Lighting on buildings
Holiday lighting
Window art
More and improved parking
Downtown sidewalks cleared of
snow
Name one issue that is at the top of
your list?
Promotion of the city/downtown
Seniors
Small town flavor
Shopping convenience
Cleanliness
Safety
Police presence: (foot/bikes)
Improve bus stops to match streetscape
Life-cycle housing: (student, family,
retiree)
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Preservation
More uniformity of facades
Design standards
Trash cans
More festivals with music, art, and
community oriented activities

High School Focus Group
October 3, 2008
Location: McCluer South Berkeley
High School
11:45 A.M. to 1:00P.M.
Facilitated by: Ken Barnadyn &
Megan Campbell
Eleven students representing
McCluer South Berkeley High School
from nearby downtown Ferguson
were invited to participate in a focus
group discussion to elicit their opinions regarding downtown revitalization. The questions asked by the facilitator and a summary of the answers given at this session appear below.

Describe of how you perceive downtown Ferguson?
Not used by students
For older individuals
For our parents
No attractions
No place to go and nothing to do
Police always harassing us
Boring
Just a street
Unaware of locations and types of
businesses
What role–if any–does Downtown
Ferguson have in your life?
Very little to none
Not appealing to student population
Sometimes go to Curves
Have eaten downtown a few times
Would spend money downtown, if
there was something to spend it on.
Where do you currently do the majority of your shopping?
The Galleria Mall
The Mills Mall
Mid Rivers Mall
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Where do you like to go out to eat?
Cici’s Pizza
Dave and Busters
Hooters
Applebees
White Castle
The Loop
Whistle Stop (have only been there a
few times)
Thyme Table Café (have only been
there a few times)
Vincenzo’s (have only been there a
few times)
Do you work after school? Where?
A couple of students work outside of
Ferguson.
Believe there is a lack of job opportunities for students
Downtown business owners do not
like to hire high school students
Have to go outside of Ferguson to
find a job
Would like job opportunities nearby,
due to gas prices
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What kinds of things would you like
to see in Downtown Ferguson and
what can be done in order to make it
more appealing for high school students?
A recreation and activity center
Clothing stores
Shoe store
Variety of retail and restaurants
A bowling alley
Have an arcade
Student friendly businesses
Copy the Loop
Cyber Café’s
Restaurants with outdoor dining and
entertainment
Attractive water fountains
A downtown park and/or public
space to hang out
Better walking and biking trails
“Like Metro for pedestrians”
What are the best ways for downtown
businesses and the City of Ferguson
to communicate and connect with
your school about downtown?
Advertise to student population
High school events downtown

( Street Fest for Teens)
Discount cards for students
Business owners can’t be so paranoid, when students come in
Block parties sponsored by downtown businesses
Have coupons and advertise in student paper
Community backing of high school
teams and events
More business involvement before,
during, and after sporting events
Banners and posters lending support
to high school sports program
What are the top priorities for downtown revitalization that you would
recommend to downtown leadership,
including the City?
Have a variety of clothing stores
More restaurants with better hours
of operation
Create job opportunities
Build a recreation center
Be a regional destination
Get a gym and/or fitness center
Better relationship with police
Expose student population to down-
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town businesses through community
activities and sporting events
Get rid of negative perception of
Ferguson
Bring community together and instill a sense of pride throughout the
City of Ferguson

Developers Focus Group
One-on-one interviews were held with
Joe Edwards, owner of Blueberry Hill
in University City and developer/owner of a number of other
properties in the Loop, Jonathan
Browne, Novus Development Group
and Robert Wood Realty.
What are two or three words you
would use to describe/characterize
Downtown Ferguson?
Quaint
Better than remembered from years
ago. Impress with the progress.
Relatively clean
Don’t usually come this way
Unfamiliar
Great looking high school
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How would you compare Downtown
Ferguson with another Downtown?
It is a railroad suburb like Kirkwood
Can’t compare; don’t know enough
about Ferguson’s downtown.
From a developer’s perspective, what
are Downtown Ferguson’s strengths
and weaknesses?
Strengths:
Affordable housing prices
Improved infrastructure
Emerson
Highways and accessibility
Weaknesses:
Not visible
Lack of an inventory of available
land for development
What are its opportunities and
threats?
Opportunities:
North Park
UMSL
High gas prices
Senior population

Threats:
Cool Valley
Demographics
Slow economy
Saturation of wrong types of businesses
What does Ferguson need to do in order to make its Downtown more attractive to developers?
Incentive Tools for developers
Community commitment
Availability of land
Land assembly
Market data; where are sales tax dollars going?
Employ student populations from
both high school and universities
If you could give the Downtown Ferguson businesses and/or the City of
Ferguson some advice, what would it
be?
Use code enforcement to maintain
properties
Conduct a consumer survey
Create a ratio: 3 to 4 retail shops for
every 1 restaurant
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Institute community policing downtown
School district reputation drives development within the city
Educate public and “Stop Rumors”
Gain community support for projects
Have a variety of retail, restaurants,
and entertainment opportunities
Work with landlords to maintain a
variety of uses
Build in amenities for retail tenants,
i.e. Wi Fi, security systems, quality
signage.
Recruit specific investors and developers for redevelopment projects.
Gain higher density through 3rd and
4th floor residential units “Go Vertical”
Diversify housing stock for people
of all ages and lifestyles (Seniors/
students)
Gain customer loyalty
Provide parking in the back of buildings
Allow for on street parking
Be pedestrian friendly
Become visible

DOWNTOWN STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
FERGUSON, Missouri
Case Studies in Effective Public/Private
Partnerships for Downtown Revitalization
COMMUNITY WORKSHOP ON DOWNTOWN
REVITALIZATION
Thursday, August 21, 2008
Presented by
Richard C. Ward, CEcD
Vice President, Development Management Group
Zimmer Real Estate Services – St. Louis
Revitalized “Main Street”
Business Districts in St. Louis
Characteristics of Success
Pedestrian friendly, interesting, safe
People work and live there, plus shop
and play
Healthy and diverse business mix
Restaurants, bars
Shops
Business services
Community institutions part of the mix
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Revitalized “Main Street”
Business Districts in St. Louis
Regional Success Stories
Main Street, Old St. Charles – St. Charles
Euclid Avenue – St. Louis
South Grand – St. Louis
Lafayette Square – St. Louis
Kirkwood Station – Kirkwood
Old Webster – Webster Groves
Old Orchard – Webster Groves
Case Study communities:
• Maplewood/Sutton Loop – Maplewood
• Delmar Loop – University City/St. Louis
City
• Main Street – Edwardsville, IL
Revitalized “Main Street”
Business Districts in St. Louis
Districts “on the way”, “almost there”
Florissant Road – Ferguson
Main Street – Belleville, IL
Main Street – Columbia, IL
South Cherokee Street – St. Louis
Grand Center – St. Louis

DOWNTOWN STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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Cleared a city block for K-Mart
City and merchants scared off
Rocky Road to Revitalization
1982, business leadership coalesced to
pursue two key goals
Improve the business district
Foster political stability and competence
Maplewood Community Betterment
Foundation created – MCBF
Sunnen Corporation (manufacturer) and two
banks provided key leadership and funding
20 businesses participated
Drove the election of new mayor, 2
councilmen

Case Study 1:
Maplewood, Missouri
Rocky Road to Revitalization
1960s, 70s – City known for inept
government, and excessive and poor
quality infill apartment development
1975, local bank sought to lead an
over-sized clearance-based redevelopment
program
Bankrupted bank owner by site assembly

Rocky Road to Revitalization
New plans – City-wide and Downtown
Created Special Business District to fund
priorities
85c property tax & business license surcharge
Downtown development priorities
Basic streetscape improvements
Basic marketing
Resurrect Chamber of Commerce, executive
shared with MCBF
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Partnerships to Attract Key
Anchors
K-Mart moved out of town and
Shop ‘n Save supermarket in obsolete
facility threatened to follow
City recruited developer to redevelop
K-Mart site for new Shop ‘n Save
City recruited local brew pub to open
plant and second restaurant in old
Shop ‘n Save
Tax Increment Financing used by City to
provide critical underwriting - both deals
Downtown Maplewood Evolves
– The Hip Place to Be
Eclectic array of restaurants – from
gourmet to funky
Long-time retailers resuscitated and
recommitted, new entrees strengthen
the mix
City façade grants - $2,500-5,000 –
and design standards bring order and
quality appearance
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Downtown Maplewood Evolves
– The Hip Place to Be
Streetscape improvements paid with
special district funds, “pay as you go”
over 5 years
New and rehab office uses added
Adjacent neighborhoods slowly but
surely upgrading
Classic homes from the streetcar era
Reinvestment in large inventory of
modest multi-family stock
What’s Next, New Horizons?
A garage?
Better public lots
A real public parking system
New ‘urban’ residential
More offices
Redevelopment of Big Bend &
Manchester intersection – service
station, White Castle, & car dealer

DOWNTOWN STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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What changed?
Balke Brown developers built first office
buildings in Metro East, assisted by City’s
first TIF, 1988
Gary Niebur elected mayor, began to press
for change and progress in downtown
Gateway Commerce Center - major new
commercial/industrial investment in the
County, new jobs, state partnerships

Case Study 2:
Edwardsville, Illinois
Edwardsville, 20 Years Ago
Industries
SIUE and County offices/courts not
recognized as the great assets they
could be for future growth and
Change Sleepy, rural county seat – not much
happening
County not growing, losing jobs in old

Vision and Leadership Emerge
Mayor, bank and business leaders
share vision
County committed to renovate and
expand facilities, employment
State support for streetscape
Second TIF district, 1997
Steady progress has followed, with
public and private investment in pace
Planning and Vision
No grand plan, no bold shared vision
– more commonsensical and
incremental problem solving
Effective intergovernmental
cooperation
Fix a problem, move on to next
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Accomplishments To-Date
County offices and court facilities
County Transit Terminal
County Public Safety complex
East entry, Gov. Edwards Plaza
Consistent streetscape
Renovated library and plaza block
Restaurants and specialty retail
Churches and educational institutions
Still to Do: Challenges
New Park Plaza mixed-use complex
w/ downtown residential
More downtown residential
Upgrade public parking, garage(s)
Replace subsurface utilities, water
and sewer, storm water
Wildey Theater renovation – 1909,
450 seats, 2-1500 sq. ft. ballrooms
and offices above – city owner
The Future
How will Edwardsville respond if
Madison County begins to grow like:
St. Louis County in the 60s and 70s?
St. Charles County in the 80s to today?
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Is a bigger vision and a plan to match
needed, or is this too scary to consider?

DOWNTOWN STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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funding in place – land cleared for what
is parking and affordable housing
complexes today, plus streets and
streetscape.
Steps Toward Sustainability
New city zoning code and plan for
Loop with mixed-use and urban infill
provisions – 1968
Commerce Bank commits to Loop
location – 1968 (formerly the Delmar
Bank of University City)
New generation of restaurants
emerge – Chinese, Cajun and
Blueberry Hill (1972)

Case Study 3:
Delmar Loop
University City, City of St. Louis
University City “Loop”
Shopping district anchored by the
Delmar streetcar turn-around, “hay day”
prior to WW II, lost patronage after
By 1960, the business district dying
Mid-60s, federal urban renewal plan and

Steps Toward Sustainability
City’s Redevelopment Authority guides
private reinvestment activities and
public investments
Old Guard landlords became major
obstacles to change and progress – City
resorts to eminent domain
New affordable housing projects
including elderly tower
Regulations discouraging chains,
requiring ground floor retail uses
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Leadership and a Champion
City maintained a steady hand on the
tiller with changes in administrations
Racial change in city managed
effectively, national model for housing
code enforcement and reinvestment
Joe Edwards’ emerges as the leader of
the business community with his
success with Blueberry Hill and
commitment to improving the Loop
Edwards’ Achievments
Expanded BBH with Duck Room
Initiated Special Business District
Founded and grew the St. Louis Walk
of Fame
Acquired and renovated Tivoli Theater
building
Acquired site and built The Pageant
nightclub with offices above – first
Loop investment east of Skinker
Incubated additional restaurants and
Flamingo Bowling east of Skinker
Constructing new hotel
Planning two-mile trolley line from
University City City Hall to Forest Park
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Challenges and the Future
Broaden patronage from primarily
student-related - attract more higher
scale restaurants, shops, and condo
housing
Redeploy surface parking inventory
Capitalize on Washington University’s
emerging administrative campus to
the north
In Closing, from 3 Case Studies:
Primary Lessons Learned
Effective public parking system is key over the
long term
Capitalize on core market drivers
Pedestrian ease & friendliness essential
Integrate public transit
Include upper story residential and office uses,
plus street-front shopping, dining and
entertainment
Urban and higher density development is
better than lower - Avoid suburban
development patterns
Incorporate community institutions
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2nd open house invitation

Public Open House
December 17, 2008
City Hall, Council Chamber
6:00 P.M. to 7:30 P.M.
Facilitator: Terrance Jones
Forty residents and other stakeholders attended an the open house
where they had the opportunity to
view the work of the Steering Committee and ask questions or make
comments about the final draft of the
Downtown Strategic Development
Plan. Some of the feedback received
at the open house follows:
Why wasn’t the area that was af-

fected by the recent flooding included as a potential redevelopment
area in the Plan? This area should
be added to the Conceptual Development Plan.
Couldn’t new structures be designed
with parking under the building to
comply with flood plain regulations?
How will zoning control the types of
land uses desired in downtown?
Some questioned whether downtown had the potential reach many
of the goals outlined in the Plan.
One neighborhood leader provided
testimony from recent visitors to
Ferguson that their perception of
downtown was very positive and
they saw the potential for a revitalized downtown.
On-street parking should be allowed
back on Florissant Road for the
safety of the pedestrian as well as
bike riders.
On-street parking is needed to support destination businesses.
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